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Abstract. Today’s society looks to universities for solutions to broad-
based issues that require cross-disciplinary expertise. Yet, the organiza-
tional structure of our institutions remains locked in academic and
administrative silos that have little genuine ability to communicate or to
recognize the interdependence of knowledge. Why does the capacity to
communicate between disciplines and units remain limited? How do
formalizations of our experience create barriers? What kind of reflection
would it take to subject our mental models of knowledge and learning to
critical inquiry? This discussion highlights one of the most entrenched
‘group identity myths’ that underlie the structure of modern academic
institutions, the ‘triviality of integration’ thesis. Key words. higher
education; inquiry; learning organization; organizational develop-
ment

Society is everywhere pressing for answers to the large human problems
it faces, such as poverty, hunger, and a sustainable environment. As part
of this quest for solutions, the university has come under scrutiny and
duress to apply its knowledge more directly to the needs of the world it
inhabits. Mary Walshok (1995) writes of the importance of ‘knowledge
without boundaries’. Donald Schön (1994) and Nicholas Maxwell (1984)
implore us to focus on solutions to the large ‘civilizing problems’ of life—
to develop the wisdom that will lead to a ‘better and wiser world’
(Maxwell, 1984: 3). Achieving such wisdom calls for an understanding of
the interrelationships of knowledge, allowing problems to be reframed
and solutions to coalesce in new ways. Beyond translating discoveries
into action in the service of society, the university is also being asked to
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prepare the next generation of citizens with the skills and abilities
needed to face the challenges of the new world in which they will live—
skills such as the ability to construct meaning from knowledge, to
recognize connections and interrelationships, to reach beyond what is
known through experimentation and inquiry, and to achieve mutual
goals through collaboration (Reich, 1991).

The Importance of Integration
Ernest Boyer’s illuminating work, Scholarship Reconsidered (1990),
attempts to redefine the university’s role in addressing the purposes
mandated by society. His model of scholarly work includes traditional
areas of university life, in particular, the scholarship of discovery or
research and the scholarship of teaching, but he also introduces two new
forms of scholarship less familiar within the university tradition. The
scholarship of application expands the traditional service role. It is the
process of applying knowledge to ‘consequential problems’ and even of
forming an agenda for scholarly investigation based on social problems.
Finally, he proposes a scholarship of integration, stating that ‘by integra-
tion, we mean making connections across the disciplines, placing the
specialties in larger context’ (p. 18). The scholarship of integration ‘is
serious, disciplined work that seeks to interpret, draw together, and bring
new insight to bear’.

Boyer goes on to say that the scholarship of integration is vital because
traditional disciplinary categories ‘prove confining, forcing new topolo-
gies of knowledge’. He states that integration also means interpretation,
fitting one’s findings into larger intellectual patterns. The researcher asks:
what is to be known, what is yet to be found? The scholar engaged in
integration asks: what do the findings mean? Boyer asserts that many of
today’s professors recognize this, citing survey results in which patterns
of opinions hold across all disciplines and all types of institutions.

Nevertheless, professors indicate that in most circumstances research
is the most highly credited activity within the institution when it comes
to promotion and tenure, followed by teaching, and, far more distantly,
by service or application. Integration does not appear. Therefore, it would
seem, to paraphrase Chris Argyris, that the valuing of the scholarship of
integration is an espoused theory and not a theory in practice. It is not a
public part of the reward system. The organization of the institution—its
very structure—also militates against integration. Today’s universities
remain locked in academic and administrative silos that have little
genuine ability to communicate or to recognize the interdependence of
knowledge. These structures inhibit not only integration within research
but also integration of knowledge within the teaching/learning context as
well as within the total community of learners—faculty, staff, and
students—that comprise the institution.
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Frank Rhodes, in his lecture ‘The New American University’ (1990),
eloquently articulates the need for a new type of university to overcome
these barriers.

What we need is a new model of knowledge—a new disciplinary approach
in addition to a new multidisciplinary approach to knowledge, and a new
attitude in which we look beyond such things as microeconomics and one-
meter square ecology and embrace a more general view. We need to see
knowledge in a completely different way if we are really to solve the
problems of our universities. I believe the time has come to acknowledge
that it is unsatisfactory to see knowledge as a deposit. It is unsatisfactory to
view knowledge as an instrument. It is inadequate to see knowledge as a
personal profession. We must regard it instead as a common quest, an
exploration undertaken in partnership with others. Otherwise, our uni-
versities have no meaning . . . Knowledge will be gained not in isolation,
but as part of an interacting community in which questions are addressed
in common. (Rhodes, 1990: 11)

We assert that a significant purpose of the university, the aim of the
wisdom it tries to convey, is to develop people as whole persons and
teach them how to go on being whole persons for their whole lives. This
does not mean that every bit of specialized knowledge can be approached
holistically but that each bit of knowledge has to be, in time, integrated
into the whole, reflective conduct of the person. It would help our
discussion to have a word for this ‘highest integrity of a person’s
conduct’. We will venture to call it wisdom, understanding that this word
is little more than an abbreviation for a vastly more nuanced descrip-
tion.

Many obstacles to the aim of wholeness are entrenched in the structure
of the ‘modern’ university and continue to maintain their ‘built-in’
features in spite of all attempts to reform them. What accounts for the
persistence of these obstructions? How do they continue to block the
vision that the project of the university claims to support? We isolate for
examination one problematic assumption, the ‘triviality of integration’
hypothesis, along with some closely related issues from which these
obstructions seem to arise.

The Trivializing of Integration
Why is our current ‘house of knowledge’ constructed the way it is? More
generally, what are the ‘building codes’ we follow? To begin, we recog-
nize that the university structure is an artifact embodying espoused
values and built on underlying assumptions (Schein, 1992). We would
like to focus our discussion on one such assumption leading to the
generation of our ‘modern’ university. The roots of this ‘modern’ dilemma
appear traceable to Aristotle and Descartes. We cite three passages to
draw out this assumption.

The first passage occurs in Aristotle’s treatise, ‘On Interpretation’,
where he articulates his understanding of the fundamental relationship
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existing among objects in the world, signs or images in the media of
communications, and ideas or ‘affective impressions’ in the mind.
Because of the complexity of this relationship, Aristotle is forced to make
a number of simplifying assumptions. This is a reasonable way to begin,
but the fixing of these assumptions into the form of a dogma led many
subsequent generations of thinkers to ignore the full potential of this
relationship.

Words spoken are symbols or signs (symbola) of affections or impressions
(pathemata) of the soul (psyche); written words are the signs of words
spoken. As writing, so also is speech not the same for all races of men. But
the mental affections themselves, of which these words are primarily signs
(semeia), are the same for the whole of mankind, as are also the objects
(pragmata) of which those affections are representations or likenesses,
images, copies (homoiomata). (Aristotle, 1934: 115)

Aristotle’s account contains two claims of constancy, asserting that
objects and ideas are the same for all human interpreters. This ignores
the plurality and the mutability of interpretation, issues that we cannot
afford to trivialize in the general consideration of diverse perspectives, if
only with respect to the human potential for creative variation, or in the
application to education, where the whole idea is to learn new inter-
pretations. In their effects, these assumptions lead to the idea that every
diversity among observers is merely a disagreement about words.

The second passage occurs in Aristotle’s discussion of psychology,
where he argues that the mind has an inherent capacity to integrate the
data of the senses. Aristotle’s doctrine of the common sense-faculty, or
sensus communis, is ably summarized by W.S. Hett in his introduction to
Aristotle’s treatise, ‘On the Soul’ (Aristotle, 1936), where he glosses this
term in the following way:

Book III is chiefly concerned with the other vital faculties, but some
accessories to the theory of sensation overflow into its opening chapters.
The connecting link is formed by the problem: What is it that unifies (or
distinguishes) the data of sense?

Sensus Communis. The solution given is that there is a common sense-
faculty (located in or near the heart . . . ) which receives and co-ordinates
the stimuli passed on to it from the various sense-organs. This same faculty
also directly perceives the ‘common sensibles’ (i.e., those attributes, such
as shape, size, number, etc., which are perceptible by more than one
sense), among which Aristotle includes movement and time . . . It also
accounts for our consciousness of sensation, and it is responsible for the
process of imagination. (Hett, in Aristotle, 1936: 5)

The question of a common sense that compares and contrasts the data of
the senses can be put in relation to the question of interpretation by
recognizing that the data of the senses are particular kinds of impressions
that naturally refer to objects in the world. However, if we call into
question Aristotle’s claim that ideas, or affective impressions, ‘are the
same for the whole of mankind’, then we will have to take seriously the
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diversity of ideas that people actually have. The third passage we offer
for examination comes from Descartes’ ‘Discourse on the Method of
Properly Conducting One’s Reason and of Seeking the Truth in the
Sciences’:

Good sense is the most evenly shared thing in the world, for each of us
thinks he is so well endowed with it that even those who are the hardest to
please in all other respects are not in the habit of wanting more than they
have. It is unlikely that everyone is mistaken in this. It indicates rather that
the capacity to judge correctly and to distinguish the true from the false,
which is properly what one calls common sense or reason, is naturally
equal in all men, and consequently that the diversity of our opinions does
not spring from some of us being more able to reason than others, but only
from our conducting our thoughts along different lines and not examining
the same things.

[A]s far as reason or good sense is concerned . . . I am ready to believe that
it is complete and entire in each one of us . . . that there are degrees only
between accidents and not between the forms or natures of the individuals
of a given specie. (Descartes, 1968: 27–8)

Surprisingly enough, in view of the passage of time that intervenes
between Aristotle and Descartes, and considering all of the other con-
tingencies that are commonly imagined to have changed in the mean-
time, this passage from Descartes closely echoes in all of its main respects
the doctrine of Aristotle concerning the common sense.

In contemplating these texts and trying to assess their impact on the
contemporary scene, we can view them as expressions of underlying
assumptions, maintaining their force in our culture whether or not
individual members of the culture have ever heard them made explicit in
precisely these terms before. These ideas form the basis for what we are
calling the modernist thesis of the ‘triviality of integration’. This is the
idea that nothing is lost in taking things apart, as in the process of
specialized analysis, because ‘just about anyone’ can put them back
together. In other words, common sense suffices to achieve the necessary
synthesis or the subsequent reconstruction.

Viewed prospectively, as statements about conditions that might be
achieved, it is natural to wish that the realm of ideas really were as
pictured by Aristotle and Descartes, in other words, as if there were a
collection of common ideas and shared impressions that people could
use to understand each other. But one of the main obstacles to achieving
this aim is the idea that its actualization is trivial or that its accomplish-
ment has already been completed.

Aristotle’s thesis that the senses are integrated by a common sense has
been used as a metaphor for the relation of the specialized disciplines to
the whole of knowledge within the university. It is the idea that the
disciplines bear the same automatic relationship to the whole of knowl-
edge that the senses bear to common sense. This underlying belief leads
to the problematic assumption that the integration of the disciplines is a
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trivial matter. If anyone can do it, it is not incumbent upon us as
educators to develop the skill in our students and experts in any
discipline are automatically well equipped to interpret and synthesize
the knowledge from disciplines in which they are novices.

From reviewing its philosophical sources, we can see that the triviali-
zation of integration hypothesis presents barriers to creating an integrated
learning environment. Below we focus on three closely interrelated
problematics and the bearing that the triviality of integration hypothesis
has on them:

Problematic 1 is the tension that arises along a dimension of increasing
formalization in our mental models of the world, between what we may
call the ‘informal context’ of real-world practice and the ‘formal context’
of specialized study.

Problematic 2 is the difficulty in communication that is created by
differing mental models of the world, in other words, by the tendency
among groups of specialists to form internally coherent but externally
disparate systems of mental images.

Problematic 3 is a special type of communication difficulty that com-
monly arises between the ‘Two Cultures’ of the scientific and the human-
istic disciplines. A significant part of the problem derives from the
differential emphasis that each group places on its use of symbolic and
conceptual systems, limiting itself to either the denotative or the con-
notative planes of variation, but seldom integrating the two.

Challenging the Triviality of Integration Hypothesis
Problematic 1. The Tension between Informal and Formal Contexts

The first problematic arises from the tension between two different
contexts of human activity, those that we refer to as the ‘informal context’
and the ‘formal context’, respectively. Individuals describe their world
through a process of formalization (Figure 1). When a person reflects on
or observes a pattern of activity in the world (informal context), they
generate a description by articulating their reflections and observations.
Different aspects will be observed depending on the angle of approach, or
attitude of observation, the person takes toward the object under exam-
ination. The description generated represents a first step toward a formal-
ization of the activity in question, and so we can place the end result of
this entire process within a conceptual area that we call the ‘formal
context’.

The descriptions generated through this process are necessarily partial.
This statement is conditioned on the fact that the typical object of interest
is most likely well beyond anyone’s capacity to describe completely.
Therefore, different observers with different angles of approach or atti-
tudes of observation will end up describing different aspects of the same
activity. At the level of communities of observation, these differences
tend to become embodied or institutionalized into specialized disci-
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plines. These disciplines are formal arenas with specialized languages, or
interpretations of languages, that focus on and are devoted to different
aspects of the reality in question.

The tension between the informal and the formal contexts, that is, the
conflicting claims that these two directions exert on our attention, bears
on our concept of the ‘modern’ university in the following ways. The
world external to the university is a world of policies developed from
human aspiration and values. The university is the world of formal-
ization raised to its highest level, a world ruled by abstracted facts and
detached theories. The latter has become a world in which the intellec-
tual aims of inquiry are often dissociated from human and social good.
Seemingly, but all too seemingly, we have kept these two worlds apart.
The pretense that values and facts can be separated has led to a state in
which our knowledge is not being fully brought to bear on the great
human issues of our time. Recognizing the original integrity of values and
facts and allowing more explicit overlap in our analytic pictures of them,
permitting more permeable boundaries among the disciplines and
between the university and the external community, could, we believe,
lead to the building of better theories and better policies to address
human issues (Scott and Awbrey, 1993). There is no reason to look for a
sharp distinction here, but merely to recognize a dimension of gradually
increasing levels of formalization as one passes from the neighborhood of
the informal context, as an ideal type, to the vicinity of the formal
context, as an imaginary pole.

Figure 1. The Field of Observation
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Problematic 2. The Dissociation of the Disciplines

The second problematic has to do with the barriers to communication
developing between the various disciplines, especially those forms of
misunderstanding created by the disciplinary and even the dogmatic use
of disparate mental models. Thus arises a self-amplifying and a self-
reinforcing tendency to form systems of formal symbols and mental
images that are relatively coherent when employed within a discipline,
but largely ineffective when it comes to achieving any kind of commen-
surability among the different communities of inquiry.

As the disciplines increase in specialization, an additional force,
transversal to the increasing formalization, also acts to pry the disciplines
apart eventually to the point where they become not only remote from
the world, but also from each other. At first for reasons of simple
efficiency, and later by dint of inveterate and unreflective habits, formal
arenas gradually develop the structures of bunkers, ivory towers, and
silos, with opaque barriers growing up or being erected around their
perimeters obstructing the view of the informal context from directions
other than along their favorite and habitual lines of vision. When the
relationship between a formal arena and the informal context reaches this
stage of development, the boundaries are no longer permeable but appear
to be cast in stone.

Analysis has acquired a privileged role in this process of differ-
entiation. But, if it succeeds to the throne of knowledge and dominates
the field of observation, it is only by default—because of the absence of a
balanced attention being accorded to the process of integration, due to
the notion that synthesis can be left to the last, and justified by the fond
hope that all disharmonies generated in the meantime can be atoned for
in the end. It is a feature of modernism that it produces an overemphasis
on the analytic aspect of the process of description while marginalizing
or trivializing the synthetic component.

Problematic 3. The Disconnection of Denotative and Connotative
Meaning

The third problematic has to do with the disconnection between denota-
tive and connotative aspects of meaning that tends to occur under the
influence of Aristotle’s model of interpretation. This model not only
encourages the separation of the disciplines into broader groups, roughly,
the sciences and the humanities, that sort themselves out according to
whether their particular specialties emphasize the denotative or the
connotative aspects of meaning, respectively, but it also leads to privileg-
ing of the denotative at the price of marginalizing the connotative.
Aristotle’s assumption that objects and their mental impressions are the
same for everybody and that only their signs are different for different
language communities makes it seem as if all problems of communica-
tion reduce to problems of translation rather than constituting appre-
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ciably different ways of perceiving and interpreting the world. If one
appreciates that both perspectives are necessary in order to achieve
anything approaching a full representation of reality, then this detach-
ment of the denotative and devaluation of the connotative can only
present itself as an adverse development.

The Pragmatic Framework
We introduce some ideas, derived from the philosophy or the way of
thinking commonly called ‘Pragmatism’, that we think can help to
address these three problematics in an integrated way. In a pragmatic
perspective, the theory of knowledge, or epistemology, is incorporated
within a generative theory of inquiry. Knowledge is the product of
inquiry. The impact of this idea is that our interest in knowledge shifts to
an interest in the process of inquiry, capable of yielding knowledge as a
result.

Within the pragmatic framework, all thought takes place within a
general representational setting called a ‘sign relation’. As a first approx-
imation, a sign relation can be thought of as a triadic relation, that is, a
three-place transaction taking place among the various domains of
objects, signs, and ideas involved in a given situation. For example,
suppose there is a duck on the lake (an object)—we refer to it by means of
the word ‘duck’ (a sign) and we have an image of the duck in our minds
(an idea).

Ideas are just special cases of signs and are given the technical name of
‘interpretant signs’. It is by virtue of their role that ideas can be dis-
tinguished from signs. For example, if you hear the word ‘duck’ and form
a mental image of a duck, then the word is the initial sign and the image
is the interpretant sign. But these two roles could just as easily be
reversed, for instance, if you form an image of a duck in your mind and
then say the word ‘duck’, then the image is the initial sign and the word
is the interpretant sign. What becomes important is that one sign follows
another in the process of interpretation.

Figure 2 represents an ‘elementary sign relation’, a single transaction
that takes place among three entities, the object o, the sign s, and the
interpretant i, and it is usually represented by means of the ordered triple
(o, s, i). Besides the individual entities o, s, i already mentioned, there are
the ‘elementary dyadic relations’ constituted by the ordered pairs (o, s),
(o, i), and (s, i). The relation (o, s) between object and sign is called the
‘denotative aspect’. The relation (s, i) between sign and interpretant is
called the ‘connotative aspect’.

If a person focuses solely on the denotative aspect, that is, the relation
between an object or activity in the world and its sign, then he or she, like
Aristotle, may believe that all people have the same perspective on a
particular object. The connotative aspect includes the references that a
sign has to ideas, concepts, intentions, affects, and to the whole realm of
an agent’s mental states, broadly encompassing intellectual associations,
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emotional impressions, and motivational impulses. The connotative
dimension of the sign relation embodies the possibility of multiple
perspectives.

Another way of picturing a sign relation with a view to its denotative
and connotative aspects—but this time taking in the whole sign relation,
not just one particular element of it—is illustrated in Figure 3.

The cube in the center of the figure represents a ‘Cartesian coordinate
system’ (all puns intended). Its axes are labeled O, S, I to indicate
dimensions of variation within the object, the sign, and the interpretant
domains, respectively. The planes on either side represent the denotative
and the connotative aspects as projections on the OS plane and the SI
plane, respectively. A sign relation is represented as a solid body that
resides in this OSI space. Its denotative and connotative aspects are
represented by shaded areas on the two planes.

Before leaving the subject of pragmatic thinking, before setting its
conceptual framework back into the background of our own thinking,
there is one final topic we need to discuss: the issue of ‘reducibility’
versus ‘irreducibility’ in regard to sign relations.

Suppose that you are given an arbitrary sign relation and that you form
its projections as we have just done on the dyadic planes, keeping only
the pair of two-dimensional pictures that result. (For ease of discussion,
we are considering only two of the three possible projections. However,
to be more exact, one does get to use all of the available dyadic
information.) The question now arises: can you reconstruct the original
body from just these flat projections or has an irreducible loss of informa-

Figure 2. An Elementary Sign Relation
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tion occurred? It turns out that some sign relations can be reconstructed
from their dyadic projections but that others cannot. Those that cannot be
reconstructed are called ‘irreducibly triadic’. As an example, imagine that
one has a sign relation that looks like a hollow sphere and another sign
relation that constitutes a solid sphere, both with the same radius and
center. These two bodies have the same two-dimensional projections, so
you cannot possibly tell them apart from this information alone. In such
a situation, for instance, if it is important to tell the difference between
‘hollowness’ and ‘solidarity’, then one is well advised to keep a copy of
the original sign relation in question. This possibility, the potential
‘irreducibility of triadics’ in general, serves as a paradigmatic counter-
example to the ‘triviality of integration’ hypothesis. It means that there
are forms of integral relationship among objects, signs, and ideas that can
fail to be effectively conveyed or faithfully represented by overly reduc-
tive forms of analysis.

Implications for the University
We have argued that a major purpose of the university is to develop
whole persons and to teach them how to be whole for their whole lives.

Figure 3. Aspects of a Sign Relation
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Inquiry was defined as the process of learning and knowledge formation
through which this development occurs. Integration was shown to be a
major component of the inquiry process and an important component of
the formation of knowledge in ways that contribute to the wholeness of
the individual. The lack of integration in the university was traced to the
triviality of integration thesis that emerged as a modernist interpretation
of Aristotle and Descartes. Problematic issues arising from the thesis that
integration is trivial were also considered. What implications, then, does
this discussion have for the structure of our ‘house of knowledge?’ We
would like to address the relationship and extensions of our arguments as
they pertain to the level of student learning and to the level of the
university as an organization.

Implications for Student Learning
We began our discussion by citing the types of graduates that society is
asking the university to develop. As we accelerate the need for more
broadly educated citizens, the question arises of how we can prepare
graduates for a future becoming less and less easily knowable. Bowden
and Marton (1998) note:

The faster society changes, both technologically and culturally, the greater
difference we can expect to find between the situations in which institu-
tionalized forms of learning are taking place and those in which people
will be making use of what they have learned . . . Given the obviously
situated nature of human acts, how can people through learning be
equipped or equip themselves to face situations of very different kinds,
mostly impossible to predict or foresee? (pp. 26–7)

The authors go on to propose that the solution to this dilemma lies in
learning, which they see as a change in the way an individual sees or
experiences the world. They conclude that this process of change in
perspective takes place by discerning and focusing on critical aspects of
situations and by identifying patterns that characterize situations. The
definition of learning as discernment and identification of pattern is
analogous to our earlier discussion of inquiry as the process of analysis
carried out through different angles or attitudes of observation followed
by the process of reconstitution or integration. Thus, by trivializing
integration, we limit the opportunity for our students to fully engage in
the learning process in a holistic way. The capacity for discernment,
according to Bowden and Marton, is developed through exposure to
variation. It is through practicing and applying this capacity in numerous
unfamiliar contexts that it is developed, and it is this practice that
prepares students for a successful future in the unknown external envi-
ronment beyond the institution, in other words, in the informal context
(p. 40).

A second assumption also militates against changing the way we see
and experience the world. Our earlier discussion presented this assump-
tion as a fixation on the denotative plane. In the practical realm, this
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assumption can be countered by making the differing viewpoints and
perspectives of other people explicit and recognizable. On the philosoph-
ical level, understanding the relationship between the connotative and
the denotative planes can lead to a recognition of the possibility of
multiple perspectives.

Bowden and Marton (1998) write of two other barriers to learning and
the process of inquiry emerging from the learning environment:

[W]hy do learners under certain circumstances focus on the sign instead of
what it signifies, on the words rather than on the meaning and on the
surface rather than on what the surface is the surface of? [Because in the
institutional setting] learning . . . is experienced as a demand, and living
up to the demand of proving that one has learned becomes dominant in the
learner’s awareness. (p. 57)

Instead of deep-level learning in which learners try to ‘get hold of the
phenomenon dealt with’, learners are focused on first-order superficial
characteristics. To address this issue requires the university to rethink the
ways in which learning environments are structured and assessment is
carried out. An issue following closely on that of superficial learning is
the extent to which inquiry is no longer a part of the student’s educa-
tional experience. We have already indicated that the process of integra-
tion has been marginalized in the process of inquiry but, in the student
situation, even the process of analysis or discernment is often missing or
limited.

[I]n the study situation the act of discernment is frequently excluded. By
presenting the relevant aspects of the phenomenon only and the relations
between them, the finding of the relevant aspects and the pattern of which
they are constituent parts disappear in the study situation. Instead of the
figure–ground structure of aspects that are relevant and those which are
not, you get a kind of lifeless two-dimensional picture with the relevant
aspects only. (Bowden and Marton, 1998: 81)

These examples of barriers to inquiry and learning point out the impor-
tance of understanding the full process of inquiry and how that process
prepares students to deal effectively with the current and future world.

Implications for the Institution
Authenticity dictates that, in order to develop wholeness in our students,
our institutions of higher education should be organizations that also
foster wholeness in their faculty and staff.

Under the modernist paradigm, the reduction into fragments has tou-
ched all facets of our lives, including universities. The separation into
disciplines and the silo model of university functioning have led to
feelings of isolation and loss of community. As Deming, Senge (1990: 7),
and others have noted, our society has rewarded individuals for perform-
ing for others rather than encouraging the inherent human interest in
learning—with regard to students this leads to superficial learning, with
regard to employees in an organization it leads to blind followership and
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the inability to bring intelligence to bear in practice. Beyond this, it also
produces a disconnection between the person and his or her work. Even
though the mechanistic paradigm is deeply embedded in our conscious-
ness, the creation of new, viable alternatives has already begun moving us
to richer organizational ground. The greatest contribution of quantum
physics to the social world has been the deconstruction of the mecha-
nistic paradigm which, when interpreted in the social context, mistook
control rather than connection as the basis for order (Wheatley, 1992:
22–3). The modernist paradigm that has lasted for 300 years is in the
process of being supplanted. Margaret Wheatley (1992: 12) writes, ‘As we
let go of the machine models of work, we begin to step back and see
ourselves in new ways, to appreciate our wholeness, and to design
organizations that honor and make use of the totality of who we are.’
Change within the university, as in all contemporary organizations, will
demand deep-level change that reaches to the heart of the institution—to
the passions and aspirations that underlie the everyday practice of our
lives.

How can we develop a sense of organizational identity without either
having values imposed on the one hand or a total lack of order and
confusion on the other? We suggest that a new ‘way of seeing’ organiza-
tions can lead to a different view. New ways of viewing our universe have
led to the concept of the self-organizing system (Prigogine, 1997). Self-
organizing systems have as their distinguishing feature resiliency rather
than stability. They have the ability to recreate and reconfigure them-
selves in response to their environment. They lack the rigidity of other
forms of organization, being open and flexible. Jantsch (Wheatley, 1992:
95) writes that these structures ‘teach the optimistic principle of which
we tend to despair in the human world: the more freedom in self-
organization, the more order’. In the social context, ‘self-organization
succeeds when the system supports the independent activity of its
members by giving them a . . . frame of reference’ (Wheatley, 1992: 95).

The process of inquiry and knowledge formation has the potential to
reconnect the disciplines and the institution in new ways, releasing the
energy and the enthusiasm embodied in diverse viewpoints on the world.
The richness of many voices can enhance our collective understanding of
the world. This collective mind or ‘community of inquirers’, as C.S.
Peirce (1931–60) described it, is linked through common pursuits and
purposes, and shares in the greater human project. In addition to forging
new linkages among the disciplines, an integrative university will also
form connections spanning the boundaries between the formal world of
the institution and the informal world of the external community.

We believe that universities have incredible potential to deeply under-
stand the importance of creating organizations with generative learning
and inquiry at their core, and to transform themselves into connected,
integrative organizations. The challenge is to move beyond the triviality
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of integration thesis to a fuller and richer view of inquiry that encom-
passes analysis, synthesis, and interpretation.
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